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PICK OF THE DAY

The Secret Millionaire
Channel 4, 9pm
1

Each week, a different millionaire
goes undercover among the needy to
decide who is most deserving of his or
her generosity: this new series is either
a jolly good wheeze or an alarming
example of social voyeurism masked
as philanthropy, depending on your
point of view. Either way, it makes for
very watchable television.

4

Tonight’s first Rockefeller is Ben
Way (picture). At just 16 years of age,
the new-technology boffin signed his
first major deal for £25 million. The
baby-faced millionaire still looks much
younger than his actual age of 25, and
having prospered despite a broken
home and severe dyslexia, he now
wants to help others to overcome life’s
obstacles.
You’d think that sticking this
moneyed choirboy in the notorious
‘Murder Mile’ of inner-London’s
Hackney would be an accident waiting
to happen but, thanks to his earnestly
honest approach, Way acquits himself
well as a volunteer at a local youth
centre. There he meets amazingly
committed stalwarts who do so much
for those around them yet ask for
nothing in return. Ufu, the streetwise
manager of Pedro Youth Club, seems
to have kept it going single-handedly,
while former boxing champion James
Cook dedicates his life to battling the
scourges of drugs and crime.
Meanwhile, talented teenage artist
Wayne dreams of selling his own
range of designer fashion.
Of course, the money shot here is
the money shot, but before we learn
whose name is on the cheque, this
show’s positive portrait of a community
adds up to much more than just the
financial bottom line.
Radio and TV Times
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Which of the following quotations indicates why “The Secret Millionaire” has
been chosen as “PICK OF THE DAY” (tekst 1)?
A “a jolly good wheeze” (paragraph 1)
B “he now … life’s obstacles” (paragraph 2)
C “thanks to … approach” (paragraph 3)
D “this show’s … bottom line” (paragraph 4)
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